Ohkwa'lí né' Yakólyos
-ahkwali-   -lyo-
a bear she fights

Talking?

Ulatsté? yáká? yaku'kwé owaha'késhu teyakotawályeháti
-atlatst-
-ukwe-
-akah-
atawálye-

Ohkwa=l$ n#= Yakólyos

-ahkwali-
ashe fights

thayutye'lá yaká? tashakotya?tu'ti' ka'i'ká ohkwa'lí.

-atyel-
suddenly they say

-ate'kw-

atulst-

-thayutye=l$ yaká

-atyel-
suddenly they say

Yah yaká? te'yotú'u ayakoté'kwáke? né' tsi?

-atu-
in was't possible

-ate'kw-

for her to escape because

yah ísi? niyo'lé' tehuwa'ká'. Añe yákä? niwa'sha'lä' yeha'wi'se?

-le-

-ka-

-a'shala-

-hawi-

not very far did she see him great they say size of knife she carries

Né' yákä? wá'yutsté? wahuwahlénhu tsi? ok nú laya'té'ne.

-atst-

-hlenhu-

-all about

-yaat-

this they say she cut him

Khale? kwí'o'ná utú' sayutotalíhsi. E'só yákä?

-atu-

-atotalihsy-

-at last it was possible

-tho ne? wa'uthlo'li' tsi? náhte? na'yakoyá'tawa' Ná kwí'

-athloli-

-oht-

-ya'tawa-

then she told about what happened to her

shako'níha? yákä? wahoya'tisákha? ne'n ohkwa'lí.

-níha-

-ya'tisakh-

-ahkwali-

her father they say

he went looking for him the bear.
he found him but already he was dead this bear